
What

Categories
Management
Preservation
Use and re-use

Specify if your activity fall within one of the above categories

Keywords

Add up to 5 keywords to describe the initiative. 

Was civil society involved in the research?

data collecting
data processing

Specify only in case of a research activity.
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Where

Describe where, geographically, the initiative is, or it has been, carried on. Try to be as specific as 
possible. When a precise location is difficult to identify, for example in case of intangible heritage or online 
international activities, use a general description. 

Tell us your story of social 
participation in cultural heritage

Read carefully the helps guidelines added to each field, thanks!
To reduce mispelling, we suggest to write long texts in Word and then copy and paste here. 



Activity name *



When

When is it carried out?

Provide a general time-line of the project, describing for example when it started, if the activity has been
carried out just once, in a specific moment, if it is repeated across the years or if it is an always on initiative.

Who

Organiser

Who carries out the initiative or, if the initiatives is now autonomous, who did it in the first moment.
The so called “organiser” can be an organization, an association, an institution, a private company, an 
NGO, a research centre, an administration and so on.
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Beneficiaries
Those that were involved in the activity by the organiser institution, for example as knowledge holders, as 
local stakeholders, as data collectors, as volunteers, etc. Quantify, if possible.

Framework

If the initiative has been carried out under a wide framework, like an EU Project (FP7, H2020, JPI),
UNESCO, European Heritage Days, International Thematic Days etc, specify it and add some additional
info (like framework title and project website).
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Description

Short description in English
Describe shortly the initiative, with a text between 300 and 500 words. This description will be then made 
available on the OpenHeritage website.
Use this space also to add additional information that you cannot describe in other fields, such as lessons 
learnt, impact on local development or on local policies, etc.

Short description in local language

If the activity is not carried out in English, you can add a short description in the local language as well.
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Participatory approches

Please, describe at least one participatory approach or an example of social participation that was used 
for this activity.
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Public engagement strategies

Please, specify which strategies have been used to engage with society, how the public has been 
involved in the initiative and which communication/dissemination channels have been used (digital 
channels, printed material, mainstream media, etc.).
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Additional notes

URL

URL

URL

If your initiative has produced some document or media, in the form of a report, an article, a white 
paper, a website, a policy brief, a book, a presentation, a leaflet, a documentary, etc, please provide 
the links to these resources.

Web links

Relevant pmrdocuments, media and resources
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